[Recognition of plant parts of tobaccos based on infrared and near infrared spectra].
In the present paper, an IR/NIR spectrometry based on the pattern recognition using Mahalanobis distance method in the principal component analysis (PCA) space was established for the discrimination of plant parts of tobaccos. Effects of the type of IR/NIR spectrometers, calibration region of the spectra, model parameters and pretreatment of the spectra on the accuracy of discrimination were investigated using tobaccos cultivated in Yunan Province in 2003 and 2005 as case study. The recognition model shows the internal relationships between the information of spectra and the plant parts of tobaccos. The results indicate that both IR and NIR could be successfully used to recognize plant parts of the tobaccos, but the latter was better because it involves more sample information. It was found that the highest recognition accuracy, 94.11%, was obtained by using apparatus A with the second derivative spectra, while recognition accuracy of 88.24% and 82.35% was respectively given by apparatus B with with the first derivative SNV spectra and IR spectrometer with first derivative spectra. For the same spectrometer, the optimal calibration region and principal component number were changed with samples and the spectral pretreatment method.